Monitoring the cooling of neutron-star crusts heated during accretion outbursts allows us to infer the physics of the dense matter present in the crust. We examine the crust cooling evolution of the low-mass X-ray binary MXB 1659−29 up to ∼505 days after the end of its 2015 outburst (hereafter outburst II) and compare it with what we observed after its previous 1999 outburst (hereafter outburst I) using data obtained from the Swift, XMM-Newton, and Chandra observatories. The observed effective surface temperature of the neutron star in MXB 1659−29 dropped from ∼92 eV to ∼56 eV from ∼12 days to ∼505 days after the end of outburst II. The most recently performed observation after outburst II suggests that the crust is close to returning to thermal equilibrium with the core. We model the crust heating and cooling for both its outbursts collectively to understand the effect of parameters that may change for every outburst (e.g., the average accretion rate, the length of outburst, the envelope composition of the neutron star at the end of the outburst) and those which can be assumed to remain the same during these two outbursts (e.g., the neutron star mass, its radius). Our modelling indicates that all parameters were consistent between the two outbursts with no need for any significant changes. In particular, the strength and the depth of the shallow heating mechanism at work (in the crust) were inferred to be the same during both outbursts, contrary to what has been found when modelling the cooling curves after multiple outburst of another source, MAXI J0556−332. This difference in source behaviour is not understood. We discuss our results in the context of our current understanding of cooling of accretion-heated neutron-star crusts, and in particular with respect to the unexplained shallow heating mechanism.
Introduction
The density in the crust of a neutron star (NS) increases by eight orders of magnitude over ∼1 km, from the outer crust of the NS (ρ ∼ 10 6 g cm −3 ) to the crust-core boundary (ρ ∼ 1.5 × 10 14 g cm −3 ). Thus, NS crusts provide an excellent opportunity to study the behaviour of dense matter over a large density range. One of the ways in which we can do this is by studying the cooling of accretion-heated NS crusts. Several NSs in low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs; binary systems wherein the donor is typically a sub-Solar star) experience transient outbursts during which matter from a disk around the NS is accreted onto its surface. This results in compression-induced exothermic nuclear reactions in the crust that can disrupt the crust-core thermal equilibrium (Haensel & Zdunik 1990; Haensel & Zdunik 2003; Haensel & Zdunik 2008; Steiner 2012) . In these transient systems, the outbursts are separated by periods of quiescence during which no (or only very little) matter accretes onto the NS surface and as a result no (significant) heating by compression-induced reactions occur. When such accretion outbursts have halted, the crust begins to cool in order to reinstate thermal equilibrium with the core (if this equilibrium was disrupted during the outburst). Monitoring this cooling has given us an invaluable insight into the properties of matter over the high densities that occur in the NS crust, although many uncertainties remain (e.g., Shternin et al. 2007; Brown & Cumming 2009; see Meisel et al. 2018 , for a review of the theoretical advances).
Currently, crust cooling curves have been obtained for nine NSs in LMXBs (see Wijnands et al. 2017 , for an observational review). Modelling these observed crust cooling curves with theoretical models indicated that, besides the deep crustal heating mechanism (occurring deep in the crust, at densities of ρ ∼ 10 12 -10 13 g cm −3 ), an additional, unknown crustal heat source should be active during the accretion outbursts of most sources to explain their early cooling evolution (e.g., Brown & Cumming 2009; Degenaar et al. 2014; Parikh et al. 2017b; Wijnands et al. 2017) . This heat source is typically referred to as the shallow heating mechanism because, as the name suggests, it occurs at a Article number, page 1 of 9 arXiv:1810.05626v1 [astro-ph.HE] 12 Oct 2018 A&A proofs: manuscript no. arxiv_v1 shallower depth in the NS crust (i.e., at lower densities: ρ ∼ 10 8 -10 10 g cm −3 ) than the deep crustal heating. MXB 1659−29 was discovered in 1976 (Lewin et al. 1976) as a transient LMXB that exhibited type-I X-ray bursts (which are caused by a runaway thermonuclear burning process on the NS surface) which established the NS nature of the accretor. The source also was found to exhibit eclipses, lasting ∼900 s, during its ∼7.1 hours orbit (Cominsky & Wood 1984; Jain et al. 2017; Iaria et al. 2018a ). This outburst lasted ∼2-2.5 years (Wijnands et al. 2003) . There were no follow-up observations to study the crust cooling of MXB 1659−29 after this outburst. A second accretion outburst from the source was detected in 1999 (in 't Zand et al. 1999 ) that lasted ∼2.5 years as well (Wijnands et al. 2002) . Post-outburst observations (i.e., when the accretion had halted) using Chandra and XMM-Newton found a cooling NS crust (Wijnands et al. 2003 (Wijnands et al. , 2004 Cackett et al. 2006 Cackett et al. , 2008 Cackett et al. , 2013 , this outburst is further referred to as outburst I as it was the first outburst in MXB 1659−29 after which crust cooling was investigated). It was the second source, after KS 1731-260 (Wijnands et al. 2003) , for which such crust cooling was established. MXB 1659−29 was further monitored, up to ∼11 years after the end of this outburst (e.g., Cackett et al. 2010; Ootes et al. 2016; Merritt et al. 2016) until the source displayed a new outburst in 2015 (Negoro et al. 2015) . The crust cooling of the NS in MXB 1659−29 monitored over this period, in addition to a similar monitoring of KS 1731−260, led to a significant leap in our understanding of the physics of the NS crust. Contrary to original expectation (Schatz et al. 2001) , the NS crust in both sources was found to have a high thermal conductivity because it is likely a highly structured crystallised crust (with a low number of impurities; Shternin et al. 2007; Brown & Cumming 2009 ).
Following the long-term cooling of MXB 1659−29 allowed for the NS dense matter behaviour to be probed at all depths, from the topmost layers of the crust (Turlione et al. 2015; Horowitz et al. 2015; Deibel et al. 2017 ) to the core Brown et al. 2018 ), assuming we observed crustcore equilibrium again at the end of the available cooling curve (Cackett et al. 2013) . However, this assumption may not be entirely valid since the interpretation of the results obtained during the last observations (Chandra observation IDs [obsIDs]: 13711 and 14453, carried out ∼3 days apart) after this outburst is ambiguous (see Cackett et al. 2013 , for details): either the decrease in count rate between these observations and the previous one could be due to a further cooling of the crust, or due to an increased internal absorption (e.g., due to an increase in the height of the outer accretion disk) and the crust had not further cooled. Neither scenario could be confirmed using additional observations since soon after the last observation the source exhibited its next accretion outburst. We assume that the most likely scenario is that of the increase in internal absorption meaning that the crust did not cool further. Therefore, we do not use these last two Chandra observations after outburst I in our study and we assume that the constant (plateau) level observed near the end of the cooling curve after outburst I is representative of the crust returning to thermal equilibrium with the core. Future quiescent observations after the end of its most recent outburst may help break the ambiguity of the interpretation of this last set of observations after outburst I (see Section 3).
MXB 1659−29 exhibited a new accretion outburst in 2015 (further referred to as outburst II; Negoro et al. 2015) which lasted ∼1.7 years and the source transitioned back to quiescence in 2017 March . After the end of this outburst, we started a sequence of XMM-Newton and Chandra observations to obtain a second crust cooling curve of this source.
The early, preliminary cooling results, up to ∼26 days after the end of the outburst (and thereby probing only the upper layers of the crust), were reported by us in Wijngaarden et al. (2018) . Here, we report on observations up to ∼505 days after the end of this outburst which allowed us to probe the physics of the deeper crust.
Observations, Data Analysis, and Results
MXB 1659−29 is viewed at a high inclination (i ∼ 69-77
• ; Iaria et al. 2018a; Ponti et al. 2018 ) and eclipses are observed. To obtain the true intrinsic luminosity of the source (both during the outburst to estimate Ṁ and during quiescence to determine the effective NS surface temperature [kT ∞ eff ]) only the non-eclipsing 'persistent' data should be used. Therefore, all data were corrected for eclipses using the ephemeris reported by Iaria et al. (2018a) by artificially reducing the exposure time corresponding to the number of the eclipses that occur during an observation. The eclipse lasts for ∼900 seconds of the ∼7.1 hour orbital period of MXB 1659−29.
Light curves
Outburst I was observed using the All-Sky Monitor (ASM) aboard the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). Data from the more sensitive RXTE/Proportional Counting Array (PCA) was used to track the end of outburst I. Outburst II was observed using the Gas Slit Camera (GSC) on board the Monitor of All-Sky X-ray Image (MAXI) and the X-ray Telescope (XRT) on board the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory.
The 2-10 keV light curves 1 obtained from the ASM and MAXI instruments were rebinned, with a maximum of 4 days per bin, to increase the data statistics. The data were further filtered such that points having error bars >0.27 counts s −1 and >0.28 counts s −1 were removed from the ASM and MAXI data, respectively. Examining the ASM light curve indicated that even when outburst I was over (based on the more sensitive PCA data as reported in a later paragraph and the first quiescent Chandra observation as discussed in Section 2.2.3) the source was detected at 0.7 counts s −1 . Therefore, these ASM detections are not real and we removed all ASM data <0.7 counts s −1 for these points. All MAXI data <0.005 counts s −1 were removed to ensure that we only consider observations during which the source was conclusively detected.
Our raw Swift/XRT data (obsID: 00034002001-00034002087) 2 were processed using xrtpipeline (HEASOFT; v6.22). The background corrected light curve was generated using XSelect (v2.4). A circular source region having a radius of 50 centred on the source position was used (Wijnands et al. 2003) . As background region we used an annulus (again centred on the source position) with an inner and outer radius of 175 and 300 , respectively. The data were corrected for pile-up when necessary. All type-I X-ray bursts (found by visually inspecting the light curves) were removed from the data. In addition to eclipses, MXB 1659−29 also exhibits strong dipping behaviour preceding the eclipses (Cominsky & Wood 1984) . Only when the data quality was high (e.g., during the outburst observations using the XRT), these dips could be discerned from . For the XMM-Newton spectra, all the model parameters (except the normalisation constant) were tied between the three detectors for a given observation. The XMM-Newton exposure times and count rates are displayed as 'pn, MOS1, MOS2'. We have assumed that the source is at a distance of 9 kpc. b The exposure times listed are the effective ones, after the data were modified for background flaring and eclipses. c The effective count rates (0.3-10 keV) have been modified for background flaring and eclipses. d The flux and luminosity correspond to the unabsorbed flux and luminosity for the 0.5-10 keV energy range. e The spectra from these two Chandra observations have been combined, see Sect. 2.2.3. f Five Swift/XRT observations have been combined as Interval 1, see Sect. 2.2.1. the persistent flux in the light curves. The data were corrected for this dipping (by discarding the intervals) whenever they were clearly visible (by eye) in the light curves. Additionally, Wijnands et al. (2003) also observed dipping when the source was in quiescence. Thus, this dipping behaviour contributes a systematic source of uncertainty in quiescent observations (which is difficult to model) .
Determining the date of the end of the outburst is important in our cooling model (Section 2.3). The source was last detected by the XRT during outburst II on MJD 57799.8. During the subsequent observation ∼20 days later the source was detected in quiescence at a factor ∼600 lower count rate. We assume that the outburst ended on MJD 57809.7, as determined by linearly interpolating between the date on which the source was last detected in outburst and subsequently detected at a factor ∼600 lower level (in quiescence) for the first time. 3 We also determine the end of outburst I in the same manner, for consistency. Since the ASM is not very sensitive at the low count rates near the end of an outburst, we have used the data obtained from the PCA on board RXTE near the end of the outburst as reported by Wijnands et al. (2002) . They found that the source was detected by the PCA on MJD 52159 at ∼5 mCrabs. Assuming, 1 Crab (2-60 keV) = 2.4×10 −8 erg cm −2 s −1 (0.5-10 keV) we find that MXB 1659−29 was detected by the PCA at ∼1.2×10 −10 erg cm −2 s −1 . The source was not de-tected on MJD 52166 (with the upper limit corresponding to 1 mCrab [2-60 keV] i.e., 2.4×10 −11 erg cm −2 s −1 [0.5-10 keV]). Therefore, linearly interpolating between these dates we calculate MJD 52162 to represent the end of outburst I. This is different from the end of outburst date assumed by Cackett et al. (2008) as they assumed that the last day on which the source was detected in outburst corresponded to the end of the outburst (MJD 52159.5). We have updated this assumption here, to be consistent with our analysis of outburst II.
The light curves described here are presented as bolometric flux curves in Figure 1 (see Section 2.3, for details). Outburst I lasted for ∼2.5 years whereas outburst II lasted for ∼1.7 years. Outburst I transitioned smoothly from a constant flux level during the outburst to a rapid decay near the end of the outburst. Outburst II exhibited a lot more variability during the last ∼5 months and did not transition to the outburst decay as smoothly as observed for outburst I.
Post-outburst spectral analysis
We present five new observations of MXB 1659−29 after the end of outburst II, in addition to the two intervals reported by Wijngaarden et al. (2018) . So far, MXB 1659−29 has been observed twice using XMM-Newton and four times using Chandra, up to ∼505 days after the end of this outburst. The early postoutburst II cooling evolution could be constrained by combining several Swift/XRT observations. In Section 2.3, we modelled the results obtained from the quiescent observations after both outbursts collectively to obtain the best constraints on the crustal physics. Therefore, for uniformity, we have also reanalysed all the observations after the end of outburst I (Wijnands et al. 2003 (Wijnands et al. , 2004 Cackett et al. 2006 Cackett et al. , 2008 Cackett et al. , 2013 , in the same way as the observations performed after outburst II. The log of all the observations used in our paper is shown in Table 1 .
Swift/XRT
We combined five observations (obsID: 00034002072-00034002076, as Interval 1) taken ∼10-18 days after the end of outburst II. The count rates from these observations were consistent with one another. The Photon Counting mode (two-dimensional imaging) event files from these observations were combined and the count rate and spectrum were extracted using a circular source region having a radius of 20 centred on the source position. The same background region as used for the light curve extraction was used (Section 2.1). The ancillary response file was constructed using the xrtmkarf tool. The response matrix file swxpc0to12s6_20130101v014.rmf, as indicated by the xrtmkarf tool, was used.
XMM-Newton
MXB 1659−29 was observed once after the end of outburst I and twice after the end of outburst II using all three XMMNewton European Photo Imaging Cameras (EPIC) -pn, MOS1, and MOS2. The source was too weak to be detected significantly by the Reflection Grating Spectrometer, therefore, data from this instrument are not used. We do not use data from the Optical Monitor instrument as these are not useful for our cooling studies. The raw data 4 were processed using the Science Analysis System (SAS; v16.1). The data (in the 10-12 keV energy range for the pn detector and >10 keV for the MOS detectors) were examined for background flares. To discard these flares, data exceeding >0.25-0.3 counts s −1 and >0.2-0.3 counts s −1 were removed from the appropriate pn and MOS observations, respectively.
The source region used for the light curve and spectral extraction was calculated using the eregionanalyse tool to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio. Circular source regions (centred on the source position) having radii of 14.5 -18 and 12 -18 were recommended for the pn and MOS data, respectively. A circular background region having a radius of 50 was used throughout. The location of the background region was recommended by the ebkgreg tool. The rmfgen and arfgen tools were used to create the response matrix files and ancillary response functions.
Chandra
Chandra was used to observe MXB 1659−29 eight times after outburst I and, so far, four times after outburst II. All the observations were carried out in the FAINT mode and the source was positioned on the S3 chip of the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS). The data 5 were reduced using CIAO (v4.9). A circular source extraction region having a radius of 2 and an annular background region having an inner and outer radius of 10 and 20 (both centred on the source position) were used throughout, for the light curve and spectra extraction. The data were examined for background flaring (by examining the light curve from the whole field-of-view excluding the region around the source) and only one observation (obsID: 3795) showed such a flare. To correct for this episode of background flaring, data exceeding >4.5 counts s −1 were removed from this observation. This reduced the useful exposure time of this observation from ∼27.1 ksec to ∼25.6 ksec.
The spectra were extracted using the specextract tool. This tool generates the source and background spectrum along with the redistribution matrix file and the aperture corrected auxiliary response file. Two observations (obsID: 5469 and 6337) were very close in time (∼1400 days and ∼1417 days after outburst I). We combined the spectra from these two observations to obtain better constraints from our spectral fitting using the combine_spectra tool. 6 The last two observations after the end of outburst I have not been included in our analysis (see Section 1, for details).
Spectral Fitting
All the XMM-Newton and Chandra spectra were grouped to have a minimum of 5 counts per bin and the Swift/XRT Interval 1 spectrum was grouped to have a minimum of 2 counts per bin. The XMM-Newton spectra were grouped using the specgroup tool and the Chandra and XRT spectra using the grppha tool. Due to the low number of counts per bin for the various spectra χ 2 statistics could not be used for the spectral fitting. Therefore, all the spectra were fit collectively using XSpec (v12.9; Arnaud 1996) in the 0.3-10 keV energy range using W-statistics (background subtracted-Cash statistics; Wachter et al. 1979) . We fit our spectra using the NS atmosphere model (nsatmos; Heinke et al. 2006 ). We assumed a NS mass and radius of 1.6 M and 12 km 7 , since there is evidence that the NS core in MXB 1659−29 exhibits Direct Urca processes (Brown et al. 2018 ) and therefore it may harbour a NS more massive than the canonical 1.4 M NS. Analysis of the type-I bursts of MXB 1659−29 for hydrogenrich and helium-rich material indicated distances of 9±2 kpc and 12±3 kpc, respectively (Galloway et al. 2008 ). We assume a distance (D) of 9 kpc. 8 We examined the Gaia archive and found that the source position coinciding with MXB 1659−29 was not accompanied by any stellar parallax information. Therefore, no distance constraint could be obtained using the Gaia data. We assume that the entire NS surface is emitting and set the related normalisation to 1 in the nsatmos model. The equivalent hydrogen column density (N H ) was modelled using tbabs, employing VERN cross-sections and WILM abundances (Verner et al. 1996; Wilms et al. 2000) . We assume that the N H remained constant throughout and tie it across all the spectra. 9 The effective NS temperature was left free to vary across all the observations but tied between the pn and MOS detectors for a given XMM-Newton observation. To account for the normalisation offset between the different observatories we used an additional constant component as has also been used in previous cooling studies (see Parikh et al. 2017a , for details). The value of this component was determined using 6 This was not done during previously reported analyses of the source (Cackett et al. 2008) . Using both the combined and non-combined data yield results consistent with one another. 7 We have also carried out the spectral fitting and NSCool modelling assuming a NS mass and radius of 1.4 M and 10 km, as was assumed for MXB 1659−29 for the post-outburst I cooling studies (Cackett et al. 2013) . We find that this does not change the broad physical interpretation of our results. 8 We also investigated both, the spectral analysis and the kT ∞ eff modelling, assuming D = 12 kpc. The physical interpretation of our results remains the same. 9 Since we do not include the last two observations after outburst I in our analysis we find (from our study) that this assumption is valid. 21 cm −2 . The N H was fixed to this value before calculating the errors on the kT ∞ eff to obtain a more constraining result (for justification of this see, e.g., Wijnands et al. 2004; Homan et al. 2014; . The results of the spectral fitting are shown in Table 1 and the kT ∞ eff evolution of the cooling crust is shown in Figure 2 2.3. Modelling the kT ∞ eff evolution We model the kT ∞ eff evolution of MXB 1659−29 after both outbursts I and II using the crust heating and cooling code NSCool (Page 2016). We account for the accretion rate variability during the outbursts in our model by using the observed variability in the bolometric flux (F bol , 0.01-100 keV; Ootes et al. 2016 , our code also allows for multiple outburst to be followed in this way; see Parikh et al. 2017a and Ootes et al. 2018 for details) . To obtain this F bol , we use the light curves (see Section 2.1, for details) from various instruments and determine appropriate count rate to F bol conversion factors. For outburst I, we use the 2-10 keV RXTE/ASM light curve and the more sensitive 10 kT ∞ eff = kT eff /(1 + z), where (1 + z) is the gravitational redshift factor. For M NS = 1.6 M and R NS = 12 km, (1 + z) = 1.29. Fig. 2 : The kT ∞ eff evolution of MXB 1659−29 after outbursts I and II is shown by the black and green points, respectively. We have modelled this observed evolution with the crust heating and cooling code NSCool . The modelled cooling curves after outbursts I and II are shown in blue and red, respectively. Model A (shown by the solid lines) indicates the fit when all the parameters were free to vary. Model B (shown by the dotted lines) assumes that y light after both the outbursts is the same and, therefore, that the crust returns to the same observed base level. It should be noted that Models A and B have parameters that are consistent with one another within their error bands. This is shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. 2-10 keV RXTE/PCA observations near the end of the outburst. For outburst II, we use the 2-10 keV MAXI/GSC light curve as well as the 0.5-10 keV Swift/XRT data.
Recently Iaria et al. (2018b) reported the F bol of MXB 1659−29 during high-and low-flux states during outburst II. They also showed that the source likely exhibited the same highflux state (observed during outburst II) during outburst I as well (MJD 51961 and MJD 57499, respectively; see their Section 2.4). Since the source exhibits the high-flux state during most of both the outbursts we have only used the high-flux F bol in determining our conversion factors for both outbursts I and II. The reported unabsorbed high-flux F bol is 2.2 × 10 −9 erg cm −2 s −1 . This F bol has been corrected for all bursts, eclipses and dipping behaviour and is representative of the persistent emission of the source during the high-flux state.
The count rate to F bol conversion factor for the ASM, MAXI, and Swift have been determined using the count rate during the observation performed closest in time to the data from which Iaria et al. (2018b) obtained the F bol . We ensure that the count rate corresponding to this observation is representative of the persistent emission from the source (and does not experience any bursts, eclipses, or dipping behaviour). The count rate to F bol conversion factors for the various instruments are: C ASM = 1.0×10 −9 erg cm −2 counts −1 , C MAXI = 2.6×10 −8 erg cm
counts −1 and C Swift = 1.4×10 −10 erg cm −2 counts −1 . A similar factor could not be determined for the PCA data near the end of outburst I since these data were not coincident with the time of the F bol reported during this outburst. Instead, we used a correction factor of 2 (in't Zand et al. 2007 ) to convert the 2-10 keV flux to the F bol . These F bol curves are shown in Figure 1 . The upper panel shows outburst I with the 4-day binned and error fil- +0.2 * 2.6 (8) a The lowest allowed limit for ρ sh is ρ = 10 8 g cm −3 which corresponds to the boundary of the outer crust with the envelope. The highest and lowest allowed y light in our model is, respectively, log[y light ] = 12 g cm −2 and 5 g cm −2 . And the lowest allowed Q imp = 0. b The Q imp parameters have been indicated as Q imp,n where n = the layer of the crust (from the outer crust to the inner crust, n = 1, 2, 3). The outer and inner boundaries of the crust are defined by ρ = 10 8 g cm −3 and ρ = 1.5 × 10 14 g cm −3 , respectively. The three layers of the crust for which the different Q imp have been modelled are defined by boundaries set at ρ = 6.2 × 10 11 g cm −3 and ρ = 8 × 10 13 g cm −3 , respectively. Thus, the three layers define the outer crust, the neutron drip layer, and the inner crust where the nuclear pasta is expected to occur. c Degree of freedom.
tered ASM data shown in blue and the PCA data (including the upper limit shown by a downward pointing triangle) in magenta. The lower panel shows the bolometric flux curve of outburst II with the MAXI data shown using the open black circles and the Swift/XRT data by the filled black circles. For outburst II, in case when both MAXI and XRT data were available for the same day the XRT data were preferred. The vertical dotted grey line in both the panels indicates the end of the outburst. The vertical red arrows in the lower panel show the times of the quiescent observations (see Section 2.2 and Table 1 ; see Cackett et al. 2006 Cackett et al. , 2010 , for the times of the quiescent observations after the end of outburst I).
These calculated F bol curves were then used to determine the daily average accretion rate usinġ
where η (= 0.2) indicates the efficiency factor and c is the speed of light. These F bol curves were used to calculate the outburst fluence. The fluence for outbursts I and II were found to be ∼0.17 erg cm −2 and ∼5.18×10 −2 erg cm −2 , respectively. For consistency in our NSCool modelling, we used the same values of the NS mass and radius as assumed for the spectral analysis (see Section 2.2). Data after both outbursts were fitted collectively to obtain the best model constraints. Both, the deep crustal heating as well as shallow heating were modelled. The contribution of deep crustal heating was fixed at 1.93 MeV nucleon −1 (Haensel & Zdunik 2008) . The strength (Q sh ) and the depth (ρ sh ) of the shallow heating were model fit parameters. The additional model fit parameters were the column depth of light elements in the envelope 11 (y light ), the initial red-shifted core temperature (T 0 ) of the NS, and the impurity factor of the crust (Q imp ) which was modelled as three layers. 12 Our model assumes that the Q imp in the different crustal layers remains the same between the two outbursts. The best fit was found using the χ 2 minimisation technique.
11 The envelope constitutes the outer NS where ρ < 10 8 g cm −3 and its composition determines how the temperature at the bottom of the envelope is translated to a surface temperature which is then measured by the observer (see also Ootes et al. 2018) . 12 These layers correspond to the outer crust, the neutron drip layer, and the inner crust where the nuclear pasta is expected to occur (see Ootes et al. 2018 , for details, as well as footnote b of Table 2 ).
Initially, we allowed the shallow heating parameters (Q sh and ρ sh ) and y light to vary between the two outbursts, as it was found in studying multiple cooling curves of other sources that these parameters could indeed be different between outbursts (Parikh et al. 2017a; Ootes et al. 2018) . This is shown as Model A in Figure 2 (by the solid curve; blue and red are used to indicate the cooling curves after outbursts I and II, respectively) and Table 2 . The fit indicates that the Q imp in all the layers is low, with the best-fit indicating that Q imp 3 for all the three layers (with the lowest bound extending to 0). The fit values of the shallow heating parameters (active during the accretion outburst) and y light (at the end of the outburst) during the collective modelling of the two outbursts are consistent with one another. The y light is used to translate the boundary temperature at ρ = 10 8 g cm −3 into the temperature seen by an observer (see Figure 1 of Ootes et al. 2018) . Since the best-fit y light for Model A is different after outbursts I and II the source reaches a different base level (as can be seen from Figure 2 after 1000 days). However, the y light values are consistent within the error bars and may still be the same after the two outbursts (as can be seen in Figure 3a which shows the cooling curves of Model A along with its error bands). We can investigate this further using our upcoming Chandra observations. We have also modelled the source reaching the same base level (once the crust returns to equilibrium with the core) after both the outbursts as Model B (shown by the dotted curve in Figure 2 and with its corresponding error band in Figure 3b ) by tying the y light between the two outbursts. All fit parameter values between Models A and B are consistent (see Table 2 ).
We have also modelled the cooling evolution of the source assuming that the shallow heating parameters between the two outbursts are the same (as Model C, see Table 2 ). This gives, as expected, a similar result as seen for Model A, i.e., y light between the two outbursts is consistent and the Q imp is low. We do not show Model C in Figure 2 because it almost entirely overlaps with Model A.
Using our NSCool model, we have also examined the evolution of the temperature profile in the NS crust during and after the end of both accretion outbursts in MXB 1659−29. This has been done for Model B, presented as Video 1 (see online material). Outburst I is indicated using blue and outburst II using red. The left panel shows the mass accretion rate variability during both the outbursts (shown as the effective temperature as a function of time). The upper left and lower left panel show outbursts The video has been presented such that both outbursts (although they have different lengths) transition to quiescence at the same time. This means that the accretion in outburst I starts before that in outburst II as outburst I is longer.
The temperature profile in the crust of a neutron star is set by the core temperature when the crust is in thermal equilibrium with the core. In our system, this crust-core equilibrium condition exists before and after the two accretion outbursts. The preoutburst II profile is the profile in the crust after the end of outburst I (once the crust-core equilibrium has been re-established). In our model we have assumed that the core is not superfluid.
As the source begins to accrete the crust begins to heat up (seen as two bumps in the temperature profile) due to the two heat sources -the deep and shallow crustal heating. Very quickly this heat spreads through the crust yielding a much smoother temperature profile. The profile in the outer crust is very variable as the shallow heat source responds nearly instantaneously to the outburst accretion rate variability.
The bump around the depth where deep crustal heating occurs is lower for outburst II than for outburst I as outburst II was shorter (with a smaller total accreted mass). It can be seen that the crust begins to cool as soon as the accretion stops. As seen from our observations, outburst I takes longer to achieve equilibrium with the core than outburst II.
Discussion
MXB 1659−29 is a LMXB that hosts a NS. We study the crust cooling of the NS crust in MXB 1659−29 after two accretion outbursts using data obtained from the Swift, XMM-Newton, and Chandra observatories. The two outbursts studied here -outburst I (1999-2001) and outburst II (2015-2017) have a similar peak flux but had different lengths, lasting ∼2.5 years and ∼1.7 years, respectively. Experience from the previous outburst and theoretical expectations showed the importance of observations during the early cooling phase soon after the end of the outburst. For MXB 1659−29, we have obtained a much improved coverage for the first ∼200 days after the end of outburst II as compared to outburst I.
We reduced and modelled all the quiescent crust cooling data collectively for consistency. We found that during outburst I the crust was heated up to higher temperature than during outburst II, but after both outbursts the NS crust exhibited cooling. The post-outburst cooling, as inferred from our spectral fitting results, indicated a kT ∞ eff drop from ∼111 eV to ∼55 eV from ∼36 days to ∼2422 days after the end of outburst I and from ∼92 eV to ∼56 eV from ∼12 days to ∼505 days after the end of outburst II. The kT ∞ eff extracted from the most recently performed observation after outburst II is consistent with the kT ∞ eff that was assumed to represent the crust-core equilibrium after outburst I (see Table  1 and Figure 2 ). This suggests that the crust may be close to returning to thermal equilibrium with the core if the assumed base level after both outbursts is the same (see Model B). We will obtain at least two more Chandra observations of the source in the future (currently planned for 2019). This will provide us with information about whether the crust will cool further or not since it has re-established thermal equilibrium with the core.
Future observations in quiescence may also help break the ambiguity of the last observations after the end of outburst I (taken ∼3 days apart, see Section 1 and Cackett et al. 2013) . Examining high quality spectra taken at a similar time ∼11 years after the end of outburst II (if the source does not start a new accretion outburst before that) will allow us to infer if the base level does drop or if indeed the N H increases due to build up of material in the disk.
We have collectively modelled the cooling trend observed after outbursts I and II using our theoretical crust heating and cooling code NSCool (Page 2016; Ootes et al. 2016 Ootes et al. , 2018 . We have assumed that the impurity parameter Q imp in the crust does not vary between the outbursts. As is seen for several sources (Shternin et al. 2007; Brown & Cumming 2009; Page & Reddy 2013; Ootes et al. 2016) , our models indicate a low Q imp (bestfit shows Q imp 6) in the crust, meaning a high thermal conductivity. Initially, we allowed both the shallow heating parameters (Q sh and ρ sh ) and the envelope composition (y light ) to vary between both the outbursts. Our models suggest that all our NSCool fit parameters are consistent between the two outbursts and none of the parameters needed to be adjusted/varied between the two cooling curves. This makes MXB 1659−29 a predictable cooling source whose quiescent cooling evolution after a new outburst can be calculated using information obtained from the cooling curve after a previous outburst. Wijngaarden et al. (2018, see their Figure 1 , right) reported the early post-outburst II cooling results of this source (from Interval 1 determined using the Swift/XRT data and the first XMM-Newton observation after the end of outburst II). We have obtained five additional observations of MXB 1659−29 since then. It is very interesting to note that the kT ∞ eff determined from the five subsequent cooling observation are nicely consistent with the predicted cooling curve we showed in Wijngaarden et al. (2018) . This prediction still holds true when the models are updated for our re-evaluated assumptions (see below) as the updated assumptions result in a revised contribution from the shallow heating which dominates the crust cooling behaviour observed so far after outburst II with very little influence from the deep crustal heating.
Our results, showing that MXB 1659−29 needs similar shallow heating during both its accretion outbursts, are not consistent with the results reported by Wijngaarden et al. (2018) . This inconsistency is a result of the different F bol assumed by Wijngaarden et al. (2018) for outburst I. The F bol is used to determine the daily average accretion rate (see Equation 1) which in turn is used to determine the Q sh (which is assumed to be proportional to the accretion rate, see Equation 1 of Ootes et al. 2018) . The F bol assumed by Wijngaarden et al. (2018, which was determined using WebPIMMS 13 ) for outburst I was a factor of ∼2 lower than what we derived using the assumptions indicated in Section 2.3. Thus, this explains why Wijngaarden et al. (2018) found that outburst I needed a Q sh a factor of ∼2 higher than what we find for our model. Our assumption is more robust since it uses actual spectral fit values reported by Iaria et al. (2018b) to determine the F bol .
Since the Q sh parameters for MXB 1659−29 are consistent between the two outbursts and both outbursts have very similar peak fluxes, we have investigated the possibility that the Q sh may be related to the peak flux. To improve the statistics of our study, we have only used the results of MAXI J0556−332 and Aql X−1 (Parikh et al. 2017a; Ootes et al. 2018 ) because these are the only other two sources for which multiple cooling curves have been collectively modelled. Studying these data we do not find any conclusive evidence that the Q sh may be related to the peak flux of the outburst.
Using our NSCool model we calculated the fluence of the two outbursts (see Section 2.3). We find that the fluence of outburst I was a factor of ∼3.3 higher than that of outburst II. Even though the two outbursts of MXB 1659−29 exhibited a different fluence our modelling indicates that they need a similar Q sh . This is different from the shallow heating requirements of MAXI J0556−332 which indicated that different amounts of Q sh were required during its three accretion outbursts to explain their postoutburst cooling evolution and that the magnitude of the Q sh required seemed to be proportional to the outburst fluence (Parikh et al. 2017a ). Our results are also different from those published by Wijngaarden et al. (2018) . They reported that the Q sh was also proportional to the outburst fluence for MXB 1659−29. However, this is no longer true since (as we show earlier in this section) we have robustly recalculated the fluence from MXB 1659−29 and remodelled the data resulting in a different contri-13 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl bution from the Q sh . Both the fluence ane the Q sh were found it to be different from those of Wijngaarden et al. (2018) . This results in the Q sh no longer being proportional to the fluence for MXB 1659−29.
In our model, the total contribution from the shallow heating is assumed to be proportional to the outburst Ṁ variability, with each accreted nucleon contribution Q sh MeV of heat. For MXB 1659−29, we have found that the magnitude of heating needed per accreted nucleon (Q sh ) was consistent during two different accretion outbursts. This shows that our assumption, of the dependence of total shallow heating on the Ṁ variability is robust. However, this is only true for MXB 1659−29. MAXI J0556−332, another crust cooling source, needed different Q sh during its three outbursts to explain the cooling evolution observed in quiescence.
The origin and nature of the unknown shallow heat source remains a puzzle. However, studying more sources, including different outbursts of the same source, will increase the known constraints on the shallow heat source. Although a slow process, this currently seems one of the only two proven ways forward (the other being studies using type-I bursts; e.g., Cumming et al. 2006; Linares et al. 2012; in't Zand et al. 2012; Meisel et al. 2018) in allowing us to infer the physical origin of the shallow heat source. It is important to continue both these complementary studies to ensure that the Q sh requirements are consistent.
